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 ABSTRACT 
Deep basement events seen in 3D seismic surveys located in Osage County, Oklahoma 
can be observed and may have affect overlying sedimentary formations. The 3D surveys used in 
this study are on the Chautauqua platform about fifty miles northwest of Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Stratigraphy of the work area spans base of the Permian to Precambrian formations, with 
basement depth averaging around 5000 ft in the area of the 3D seismic surveys. 
 Cores spanning Precambrian to Pennsylvanian were examined in the area of the 3D 
seismic surveys. Hydrothermal minerals were observed in Mississippian age cores.  The 
basement events where tracked using OpendTect with strike and dip measurements taken.  
Precambrian basement rock outcrops in Mays County near the town of Spavinaw, Oklahoma. 
Granite paleotopograhic highs (referred to as the Tulsa Mountains) can be seen on a structural 
contour map of the basement on the eastern side of Osage County.  
The goal is to study the Precambrian basement using 3D seismic, core samples, and well 
logs to identify and track basement events through the granite basement and into the overlying 
sedimentary section.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Osage County, Oklahoma is one of the most intensively studied and drilled areas for 
hydrocarbons in the United States. This Thesis uses 3D seismic and well logs to investigate deep 
seismic reflection events in the granitic basement and their possible relationship to features in the 
overlying sedimentary section. Drilling in this area goes back to the late 1800s. The primary 
drilling targets have historically been the Bartlesville sandstone and the Mississippian chat which 
is a chert rich limestone on the Pennsylvanian/Mississippian unconformity (Bass, 1942). 
Another common zone for hydrocarbon production is the Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle 
Formation (Bass, 1942). The average Arbuckle thickness is between 1000-2000 ft and is 
predominantly dolomite. Several wells in the study area penetrated the complete Arbuckle 
Formation to TD in Precambrian granitic northeastern Oklahoma (Campbell, 2006). These 
basement penetrations give limited well control in Osage County, with some core and drill 
cuttings recovered for petrographic analysis and radiometric age dating (Denison, 1981). 
Osage County and Northeastern Oklahoma had a resurgence of Mississippian Limestone 
exploration activity beginning in 2009 based on new horizontal drilling and completion 
techniques, as well as strong oil prices. Many operators in the Mississippian Lime play rely on 
3D seismic to gain a better geologic understanding of the subsurface and image faults that can 
impact horizontal drilling. An unintended benefit of 3D seismic shot in the study area is 
occasional imaging of deep events in the granitic basement rock, some of which appear related to 
features in overlying sedimentary layers.  
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1.1 Objectives of Thesis Work 
 
      Numerous tectonic events have deformed the basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma, and 
this study will attempt to coordinate the formation of the basement features with known tectonic 
events.   Deep seismic events occasionally can be seen in the granitic basement zone of 3D 
seismic surveys located in Osage County, Oklahoma. The purpose of this study is to map these 
events and, perhaps, identify their nature and timing of formation. Also, this study is intended to 
gain a better understanding of the basement rocks in this area and relationship to overlying 
sedimentary rocks. Specifically, these basement events are sometimes associated with a large 
negative amplitude anomaly (bright spot) present in the uppermost section of the Mississippian 
Limestone. The goal of this thesis is to relate seismic bright spots seen in the Mississippian Lime 
to the deep basement events seen in the Precambrian basement.  
1.2 Previous Investigations  
Research on basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma dates back to the mid 1800s with 
outcrop research on the Spavinaw Granite outcrop. The first report mentioning the granitic 
basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma is Owen (1860), linking the basement rocks to lead 
bearing rocks of Northwest Arkansas. 
Ireland (1930) in the first to study the Spavinaw Granite outcrop in Mayes County, 
Oklahoma, described coarse grain granite with some copper staining, and interpreted the outcrop 
to be a Precambrian ridge.   
Petrology and isotropic age determination of basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma was 
conducted by Denison (1966), across rocks in a 61,000 mi2 area in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, 
and Arkansas. 
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Mckinght et al., (1970) give an in-depth study of Upper Mississippian Limestone lead ore 
deposits mined in northeastern Oklahoma and southeastern Kansas, concluding that 
mineralization was likely due to deep-seated hydrothermal alteration of limestone.   
The first basement structure map of Tulsa County, Oklahoma (Denison, 1972), showed 
weathered basement topography with relief up to 2000 ft above surrounding basement rock. 
Denison (1981) subdivided area basement rocks into four petrologic provinces, producing a 
refined basement map of northeastern Oklahoma showing weathered topography. Radiometric 
age dating was conducted from cuttings taken from hundreds of oil and gas wells drilled to 
basement in the study area, resulting in an average age of 1.268 Ga. 
The basement has been studied before in Osage County, Oklahoma by Elebiju et al., (2011), 
using 3D seismic curvature and gravity magnetic maps for fracture analysis in basement, 
Arbuckle and Mississippian Lime intervals, suggesting a general connection between basement 
features and overlying reservoirs.  No specific examples were given relating 3D seismic deep 
basement events to overlying structure or stratigraphy.  
Deep granitic basement faults have been studied in Germany with 3D seismic acquired to 
explore for potential geothermal energy locations (Lueschen et al., 2014). The German 3D 
seismic faults are very similar to those observed in Osage county including negative amplitude 
characteristics. It is noted in that study that negative seismic amplitude implies an impedance 
contrast consistent with healing of a conjugate fault with subsequent ore mineralization. 
Johri et al., (2014) looked at fault damage zones near the San Andreas Fault in central 
California, examining the extent of damage and altered zones near faults in granitic basement. 
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      Goldstein et al., (2014) examined the influence of hydrothermal fluid flow on the 
Mississippian Limestone of southeast Kansas, finding three-stage hydrothermal evolution. Stages 
one and two suggest the injection on connate fluids and gas followed by the injection of brines 
and oil. The third stage was localized around later faults and fractures. 
1.3 Data Set Description 
      The subsurface study area is concentrated on three public 3D seismic surveys (Wild Creek, 
Grey Horse, Antelope) totaling 139 mi2 in Osage County, Oklahoma, 230 well five wells with 
digital logs for seismic correlation and velocity control, and core from eight wells (Figure 1). 
Seismic data was acquired in 1995-96 by Chevron Corporation and is used courtesy of the Osage 
Nation Minerals Council. Raster logs where donated by Stephens Production Company, digital 
logs are courtesy Spyglass Energy and Lawco Exploration, and core data came from the 
Oklahoma Geological Survey and the Kansas Geological Survey.	   
 Figure 1: Data set consist of three 3D seismic surveys (three shown by color rectangles), 239 
wells with wireline logs (gray dots), and eight wells with core data (red circles).  
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CHAPTER 2 
GEOLOGIC SETTING  
 
      Osage County, Oklahoma is located on the Cherokee platform which encompasses much of 
northeastern Oklahoma (Figure 2). This area has experienced repeated tectonic events including 
uplift of the Ozark Dome and two failed rifts associated with the Ouachita Orogeny.  These 
events range in age from the Precambrian to Pennsylvania period. 
 
Figure 2: Map of major geologic provinces in Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri, and Arkansas. 
Study area is marked with a red box. Modified from (Huffman, 1958). 
      The Cherokee Platform is bounded to the northeast by the Ozark Dome which is an 
asymmetrical uplift. At the core of the Ozark Dome are Precambrian rocks known as the St. 
Francis Mountains (Simms et al., 1995), and the total uplifted area covers more than 40,000 mi2 
in Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. The rocks in northeastern Oklahoma dip to the 
southwest away from the axis of the Ozark Dome (Huffman, 1958). 
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2.1 Tectonic History 
      In the late Precambrian, about 1.1 billion years ago, The Grenville orogeny occurred as the 
result of a collision between the Yavapai-Mazatzal-Superior and the Grenville Precambrian 
provinces (Alrefaee et al., 2012), resulting in a rift that failed to break up the North American 
continent. The rift spans over 1200 miles from the Canadian Shield into northeastern Oklahoma 
(Keller, 2012). Several Precambrian basement provinces with different age, structure, and 
composition have been deformed by the rift (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985), which is a 
prominent feature on gravity magnetic maps showing its geometry and extent (Figure 3). 
Figure 3: Gravity map of the lower 48 states showing three main tectonic events that have 
affected the study area. The Midcontinent Rift can be seen in the Canadian Shield and running 
down into Kansas and possibly northeastern Oklahoma. The Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen and 
Ouachita orogeny are located south of the study area. 
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      The Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen is another rift that failed to break up the North American 
continent.  Starting in the Early to Middle Cambrian, rifting began in the region of the present 
Wichita Mountains and southwestern Arbuckle Mountains of southern Oklahoma. This rifting is 
represented by large volumes of Early Cambrian basalt and gabbro rock, the youngest dated to 
552±7 Ma (Bowring and Hoppe, 1982). Following the rifting phase, the aulacogen began to cool 
and subside forming the Anadarko Basin (Perry, 1989). 
      The Ouachita orogeny (500-290 Ma) is a major tectonic event that extends from central 
Arkansas westward into southeastern Oklahoma (Sellars, 1967). The formation of the Ouachita 
Mountains in southern Arkansas and southeast Oklahoma are the result of this orogeny. The 
Ouachita orogeny folded rocks ranging from Precambrian to Pennsylvanian age and influenced 
basement rocks in Oklahoma. This mountain building process caused large stresses in the 
basement rocks in Southern Arkansas and Southeastern Oklahoma that could have influenced the 
basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma as well (Khatiwada et al., 2013, Lillie et al., 1983, 
Sellars et al., 1967, Suneson et al., 2005). 
2.2 Geology of Basement Rocks 
       The Precambrian granitic basement rocks in Osage County are structurally complex and 
have an irregular erosional upper surface, consisting of a series of valleys and hills that, in some 
cases, rise up to 2000 ft above the Precambrian floor (Clinton, 1957). These rocks have been 
extensively studied and classified into four provinces (Figure 4) that are essential to 
understanding the later deposition on the basement surface (Denison,1966).  
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Figure 4: Map show the four different provinces of granite in Osage County and the surrounding 
area. Modified from (Denison, 1981). See table 1 for abbreviations.  
 
      The Washington Volcanic Group (WVG) underlies the northwestern section of Osage 
County (Figure 4), and was deposited in a sequence of flows and tuffs (Denison, 1981). The 
WVG is predominately composed of rhyolite, metarhyolite, and andesite with isotropic age of 
1,282 ± 15 Ma determined from nine samples (Denison, 1981). 
       The Spavinaw Granite Group (SPG) underlies a small portion of southeastern Osage County 
and outcrops in Mayes County, Oklahoma, 55 miles east of the study area. SGG’s main 
constituents, quartz, plagioclase, and perthite, make up 90% of the composition (Denison, 1981), 
and isotropic age estimation is1,277 ± 38 Ma (Denison, 1981). 
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      The Osage Microgranite (OMG) is present only in a small section in central Osage county. 
OMG is strongly porphyritic, containing abundant phenocrysts of perthite and lesser quartz than 
the other groups (Denison, 1981), with an isotopic age of 1,281 ± 48 Ma and 1224 ± 51 Ma. 
      The Central Oklahoma Group covers the largest area in Osage County. It was deposited by a 
single pluton intruded as a roughly circular mass that was subsequently truncated by erosion and 
is age dated to 1,277 ± 42 Ma (Denison, 1981). 
Group  Abbreviation Age (Ma) 
Washington Volcanic Group  WVG 1,282 ± 15  
Spavinaw Granite Group  SGG 1,277 ± 38  
Osage Microgranite Group OMG 1224 ± 51 - 1,281 ± 48  
Central Oklahoma Group  COG 1,277 ± 42  
Table 1: Abbreviations and ages of the different groups of granitic basement in the study area.  
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2.3 Paleozoic Stratigraphy 
      This study focuses on the Precambrian basement upward to the Mississippian Limestone 
Formation in Osage County, Oklahoma. Figure 5 has the stratigraphic sections in focus marked 
with a red box, Mississippian Limestone and Simpson groups where not subdivided for this 
study. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Stratigraphic column of Osage County, Oklahoma, with red rectangle showing interval 
of interest in this study. Modified from (Liner, 2013)  
Osage County, Oklahoma Stratigraphic Chart
System Series Group/Formation Member Thickness Range (ft)
Ma Informal in italic
Ochelata Okesa SS
(Barnsdall, Wann, Perry Gas SS
Iola, Chanute) Avant LS
Osage Layton SS
Missouri Cottage Grove
Skiatook Hogshooter LS
(Dewey, Layton SS
Nellie Bly, Checkerboard LS
Coffeville, U Cleveland SS
Seminole) Cleveland SS
Pennsylvanian
Marmaton Big Lime
Labette SH
Oswego LS
Prue SS
Desmoines Verdigris LS
Cherokee Skinner SS
(Senora, Boggy Pink LS
Savanna) Red Fork SS
Burbank SS
Inola LS
Bartlesville SS
Burgess SS
Chester Mayes
Meramec
Mississippian Boone  Miss Chat
Osage Miss Lime
St. Joe
Kinderhook
Chattanooga SH
Devonian (Woodford) Misener SS
Sylvan SH
Viola
Fite LS
Ordovician Simpson Tyner
Burgen SS
Arbuckle
Cambrian
Reagan Sandstone (Timbered Hills)
Spavinaw Granite
Pre-Cambrian Washington County
rev5 10/2/2013 Rhyolite
Liner, C., Zachry, D. and Manger, M, 2013, Mississippian characterization research in NW Arkansa, AAPG Mid-Continent Meeting, Wichita KS
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
323 
359 
444 
~347 
485 
540 
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      The Reagan Sandstone (Figure 6) is the basal Cambrian clastic unit covering the topographic 
low portions of northern Oklahoma on the Precambrian erosional surface (Reeves et al., 1999).  
Reagan deposition began when the sea level advanced and basal sandstones were progressively 
deposited to the north along with the overlying sandy, dolomitic Arbuckle (Dille, 1956). The 
Reagan sandstone generally has high porosity and permeability that makes it an excellent 
reservoir in many parts of the south-central Midcontinent, but is sporadic and very thin in Osage 
County (Reeves et al., 1999).  
      The Arbuckle Group is Cambrian-Ordovician in age and lies directly above the Reagan 
Sandstone if present, otherwise it sits directly on the granitic basement rocks. The Arbuckle in 
Osage County is primarily a dolomite and ranges in thickness from 0-1000 ft (Bass, 1942). In 
some cases, the lowermost Arbuckle beds which were deposited on the shores of Precambrian 
islands are rich in feldspar and quartz (Reeves et al., 1999). These units contain a large volume 
of granite fragments ranging from fine to coarse grains that were derived from the old 
monadnocks (Reeves et al., 1999).  
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Figure 6: Core and wireline logs taken from the Wellington KGS 1-32 show interfaces for the 
basement (yellow line) and Reagan Sandstone (blue line), representing the basement contact with 
overlying sedimentary strata. 
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      The Ordovician Simpson Group is composed of multiple layers of sandstone, shale, and 
dolomite. Deposition started when the Arbuckle seas retreated and erosion began on the 
Arbuckle Group (Reeves, 1999). The seas would eventually rise again and cover the northeastern 
section of Oklahoma. With the advancing seas carbonates began to be deposited. 
        The Woodford Shale is Devonian in age and is bounded by major unconformities in 
northeastern Oklahoma. The Woodford Shale is strongly radioactive due to high amounts of 
organic matter that gave a distinct marker on gamma ray logs. Deposition of the Woodford begin 
during the first stage of the Oklahoma Aulacogen, and was deposited upon predominantly 
carbonate sediments of the first stage of the Southern Oklahoma Aulacogen (Feinstein, 1981). 
Thickness of the Woodford varies in the study areas to from 0-10 ft. 
      During the Mississippian period northeastern Oklahoma was covered by shallow seas 
resulting in the deposition of the Mississippian Limestone, a thick 250-400 ft carbonate sequence 
in Osage County. Also the formation is the host rock for the zinc and lead ores in the Tri-State 
mining district, and is also an important oil producing formation in north-central Oklahoma 
(Dott, 1952). The formation is characterized as light to dark brown siliceous and dolomitic and 
medium to fine crystalline limestone (Clare, 1963). 
      The Mississippian chat occurs at the Miss-Penn unconformity. The chat consists of upper 
Mississippian rocks intermixed with large fragments of sandstone and shale from the lower 
Pennsylvanian sections (Figure 7). The fragments usually consist of angular to subangular   
brecciated chert, tripolitic chert, unaltered limestone, sandstone, and shale lying in a mud matrix 
(Jennings, 2014). Chat is most likely the result of paleotopographic highs that where the result of 
weathering combined with meteoric groundwater (Manger, 2014). The chat appears on well logs 
as a low resistivity zone having low density and high porosity (Rogers, 2001). 
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Figure 7: Core and wireline logs taken from the Wellington KGS 1-32. Mississippian chat top is 
picked on the bulk density log with the core of that section to the right. 
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      Sporadically below the Miss-Penn boundary is a highly porous rock called tripolitic chert, a 
chalky textured white, low density, friable rock (Figure 8). Tripolitic chert usually has a porosity 
value of between 25-50%, permeability between 5-20 mD, and density of 1.90-2.20 g/cc. Its 
occurrence is highly irregular and is absent in many well logs, typically forming in small pockets 
throughout Osage County.  Outcrop research in northwest Arkansas has been done showing 
tripolitic chert to consist of over 95% silica (Minor, 2013). 
     The origin of the tripolitic chert is widely debated and not fully understood. Manger et al., 
(2014) states it is a diagenetically altered chert that formed with the infiltration of silica-rich 
water into the Mississippian Limestone section. Stratigraphically, the entire Mississippian 
section was deposited on a single third-order transgressive-regressive cycle (Benson, 2014). 
There is, insufficient evidence to suggest large fluctuations in sea level required for cycles of 
deposition and exposure to place unconformities within the Mississippian section (Jennings, 
2014). Another theory of the origin of tripolitic chert is pre-existing chert alteration by 
weathering (Mazzulo, 2013), meaning that any interval with chert present and subjected to 
weathering may become tripolitic.  However, this theory would mean many unconformities 
would have to exist in the Mississippian section, a notion unsupported by outcrop studies of 
Mississippian strata in northwest Arkansas (Manger, 2014)    
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Figure 8: Bulk density log from the Treeman No.1 well shows tripolitic chert marked on the log. 
Which demonstrates the characteristics of tripolitic chert as a low density zone with dense 
Mississippian Limestone above (yellow line).  
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CHAPTER 3 
3D SEISMIC INTERPRETATION 
 
      In early 2012 the Osage Minerals Council donated multiple 3D seismic surveys in Osage 
County, Oklahoma to the University of Arkansas. For this thesis study the Wild Creek, Grey 
Horse, and Antelope 3D surveys where selected (Figure 9) due to high data quality.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Map of Osage County and surrounding counties  with the 3D seismic surveys used in 
the study outlined. 
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3.1 Wild Creek 3D Survey 
      The Wild Creek 3D Survey was shot in the early 1990s by the Chevron Corporation.  It is the 
primary survey used in this study due to its high resolution imaging of the basement events. 
Although some survey parameters are unknown the known parameters and calculated quantities 
for Wild Creek are shown in Table 2. Velocity data came from the Spyglass Wah Zah Zhi No.1 
well drilled to a TVD of 8500 ft in sec 12 27N-6E, penetrating 4000 ft of granite.  
Wild Creek Survey   
Area 45 sq mi 
Bin Size 66 ft 
Inlines  3632-4031 (399) 
Crosslines 10876-11596 (720) 
Dominant frequency  58 Hz 
Time Sample Rate  2 ms 
Record Time 2.0 s 
Granite Velocity 19670 ft/s 
Vertical Resolution 85 ft 
Lateral Resolution 169 ft 
  
Table 2: Survey Parameters and Granite parameters for the Wild Creek 3D Survey.  
Autocorrelation was used to check for multiples in the Wild Creek Survey (Figure 10). This 
method correlates the seismic trace with itself on a variety of time shifts, resulting in the 
detection of repeating periods indicating multiple reflections (Hasley et al., 1991). 
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Figure 10: Vertical seismic line from Wild Creek 3D survey (left) and autocorrelation.  Result 
shows no signs of multiples in the Wild Creek Survey. 
 
3.1.1 Wild Creek Basement Events 
      Deep events thought to be probable faults or fractures in basement rock where studied on the 
Wild Creek Survey. Many of the events strike east-west, dip towards the south, and are visible in 
both inlines and crosslines of the survey. The basement is located at a drilling depth of about 
5100 ft and although, basement events (Figure 11) differ in size and length, they all show strong 
negative amplitudes. These strong negative amplitudes of the basement events can be seen on 
multiple lines and often align with bright spots in the Mississippian Limestone above them. The 
bright spots in the Mississippian are likely indicators of tripolitic chert formation. These bright 
amplitudes occur when dense Mississippian Limestone overlies a tripolitic chert zone (Beson, 
2014).  Large negative amplitudes in the basement are possibly the result of a low impedance 
zone along fault crush zones or faults that have been mineralized due to hydrothermal fluid flow. 
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Basement events and the bright spots in the Mississippian section have the same polarity 
characteristics, strong negative amplitude (Figure 12) which occurs when the wavelet travels 
through high impedance rock and into lower impedance rock (Stoker et al., 1997).   
Figure 11: Interpreted crossline 11351 shows deep basement events progressing up through the 
granitic basement but stopping at the base of the Arbuckle Formation. Red arrows indicate strong 
negative amplitudes of the basement events. An overlying Mississippian bright spot is marked 
with a yellow arrow. 
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Figure 12: Polarity of the basement events and the Mississippian bright spot. Zoomed in on the 
section are detailed wiggle trace displays. 
 
3.1.2 Depth Estimation 
      The depth of basement events can be estimated with the use of the Wah Zah Zhi No.1 located 
outside the Wild Creek Survey. The top of basement is known from the Tommie Cox No.2 well 
in section 21 of 25N-4W that penetrated basement at approximately 5100 ft and occurs at 800 ms 
in the Wild Creek Survey.  The Sonic log from the Wah Zah Zhi No.1 shows an average velocity 
of 19,670 ft/s in the basement.  By combining these two known variables the depth of the 
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basement events can be estimated in 100 ms intervals. Figure 13 illustrates the depth estimates 
down to a depth of 13000 ft on crossline 11351.  This image indicates that the basement events 
studied carry on down into deeper parts of the basement.  
Figure 13: Crossline 11351 with estimated depths at various times marked on the left of the 
seismic line. 
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3.1.3 Dip Measurements 
      The dip of 3D seismic basement events can be calculated with the use of OpendTect if the 
local seismic velocity of the rock is known. With the use of the full wave sonic log from the Wah 
Zah Zhi No.1 well the velocity of the granite basement was calculated to be approximately 
19,670 ft/sec. With the known velocity Equation 1 can be used to calculate dip of basement 
events. Figure 14 depicts this method in use. One of the basement events is seen in yellow 
with  ∆𝑡  and  ∆𝑥 measurements taken. 
Equation 1.  𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 !! ∙ ∆!∆!  
 
Figure 14: Dip measurement taken on a basement event on the Wild Creek Survey Dip.  
      Measurements were taken on 28 basement events in the Wild Creek 3D Survey area and 
brought into an Excel spreadsheet then transferred into a rose diagram program written in the 
Python programming language. This program allows for the azimuths of the data to be plotted. 
The basement events have a minimum dip of 10° and a maximum dip of 54° with the bulk of the 
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dips confined between 15° and 35° (Figure 15).  Of the 28 basement features identified, 22 dip 
towards the south.  
3.1.4 Strike Measurement  
      Strike measurements were also taken on 28 basement events in the Wild Creek 3D Survey. 
These measurements were taken by turning the seismic data due north and using a 360° circle to 
obtain the strike data in azimuth as accurately as possible. If the events dipped south the strike 
was east-west, or if dipping to the east strike was north-south. Excel was used to record the data 
and the Python rose diagram program used to plot the azimuths of the strike data. Of the 28 
measured basement events, 22 show a west-east strike, the rest show a trend north-south.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Stereonet of basement events in Wild Creek 3D Survey. 
 
 
 
 
!
N = 21 
Mean = Strike 084° , Dip 30°   
N = 6 
Mean = Strike 187° , Dip 18°  
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3.1.5 Horizon Mapping  
 
      Basement and Mississippian Limestone seismic horizons were picked using the interpretation 
program OpendTect 4.6. The tops where taken off a synthetic seismogram and correlated onto 
the Wild Creek Survey (Figure 16).  Based on the synthetic, the top of the Mississippian 
Limestone was picked at 3400 ft or a time of 500 ms in the Wild Creek survey, and top of 
Basement is picked at 5100 ft which is about 800 ms. The horizons where mapped by using the 
horizon tracking workflow in OpendTect. In some structurally complex areas the mapping was 
done manually due to amplitude inconsistency.  
Figure 16: Mississippian and basement horizons picked on inline 3896. 
      The basement horizon time structure map shows shallowing to the northeast and deepening 
to the southwest, as well as a structurally high area in the center of the map developed on buried 
granite hills caused by weathering of the Precambrian basement before deposition of the 
Arbuckle (Figure 17). Two basement faults can be seen on the time structure map, one is located 
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in the northwestern portion and the other south of the granitic high located in the center of the 
map.   
Figure 17: Time structure map of basement shows shallowing to the northeast and deepening to 
the southwest. Basement events are marked. 
 
      The Mississippian Limestone horizon was mapped by the same method as the basement 
horizon using OpendTect auto track feature and manual tracking. Due to weathering and some 
karst in the Mississippian Limestone in the survey some tracking errors where encountered, these 
areas were left in the map rather than extrapolated. The tracking busts can be seen on the time 
structure map in the southern section (Figure 18).  The structure map has the same general trend 
as the basement time structure map, shallowing to the northeast and deepening to the southwest. 
The basement events seen in Figure 18 also have an effect on the Mississippian Limestone 
horizon, which would suggest that they were active during late Mississippian times.  
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Figure 18: Time structure map of top of Mississippian. Tracking bust can be seen the southern 
portion of the map.  
 
3.1.6 Similarity Attribute 
      A similarity attribute was computed on the basement and the Mississippian Limestone 
horizons to help identify basement faults in the Wild Creek Survey. Similarity is a method of 
processing data that enhances visibility of faults and structural features. When a seismic trace is 
cut by a fault the surface will generally have a different seismic character than the corresponding 
regions of neighboring traces. This results in a sharp similarity in local trace-to-trace coherence 
(Bahorich et al., 1995), providing a better image of fault structures than can be easily 
distinguished on amplitude maps. This technique works best for faults that run parallel to strike. 
Figure 19 shows the parameters that were used to compute the similarity attribute in the Wild 
Creek Survey. Figure 20 shows time structure, amplitude, and similarity horizons on the top of 
the basement. The similarity horizons show numerous basement structures that are not well 
defined on the amplitude horizon. These basement structures coincide with the basement events 
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seen on inlines and crosslines in the survey.  Figure 21 is a time structure, amplitude, and 
similarity horizon of the top of the Mississippian Limestone, showing that the basement 
structures affecting the horizon. The similarity attribute is further evidence that basement events 
do affect overlying Mississippian stratigraphy. Figure 22 is a time structure, amplitude, and 
similarity horizon of the tripolitic chert zone. The large negative amplitude are interpreted to 
indicate tripolitic chert that can be seen surrounding a fault that originated from basement. 
Figure 19: Similarity attribute computation parameters. 
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Figure 20: Basement horizon tracked in Wild Creek 3D seismic survey. A) time structure, B) 
amplitude, and C) similarity. 
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Figure 21: Top Mississippian Limestone horizon tracked in Wild Creek 3D seismic survey. A) 
time structure, B) amplitude, and C) similarity. 
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Figure 22: Tripolitic chert (chat) horizon tracked in Wild Creek 3D seismic survey. A) time 
structure, B) amplitude, and C) similarity. 
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3.1.7 Spectral Decomposition  
      Spectral decomposition is useful for detecting possible channel features in sedimentary 
formations. Sedimentary layers directly above the granitic basement consist of the Reagan 
Sandstone and a sandy dolomitic layer in the lower Arbuckle (Dott, 1952).  If a hydrothermal 
flow did occurred this could have created structures in these overlying formations that might be 
identified with spectral decomposition. Figure 23 shows the parameters that were used for 
spectral decomposition, a three color blend method was used with 40Hz, 60Hz, and 80Hz data 
assigned to red, green and blue color channels then blended to form an RGB image.  Figure 24 
shows the spectral decomposition of 798ms time slice near the top of basement (Sinha et. al., 
2003). Structures seen on previous similarity attributes are still present, but no channel features 
are seen in the overlying layers that can be attributed to basement structures.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Parameters used in the spectral decomposition attribute. 
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Figure 24: Time slice (798 ms) near the top of basement in Wild Creek 3D seismic survey. A) 
Amplitude, B) similarity, and C) RGB image of 40-60-80 Hz spectral decomposition.  
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3.1.8 Geobody Extraction 
      OpendTect has the ability to extract geobodies from seismic data. This method can be used to 
isolate amplitude anomalies such as tripolitic chert lithology bright spots in the Mississippian 
Limestone (Benson, 2014).  Figure 25 demonstrates what tripolitic chert zones look like when 
extracted as geobodies, demonstrating that the zones are not laterally consistent across the whole 
survey and seem to form in certain areas. 
Figure 25: Tripolitic chert zones extracted as bebodies form OpendTect. 
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      The geobodies can be displayed over any deeper horizon that is mapped in the Wild Creek 
Survey. Figure 26 shows tripolitic chert geobodies overlaid on basement similarity horizon 
indicating that basement events may have an influence on tripolite formation. Tripolitic chert is 
comprised of over 95% silica (Minor, 2013), which could have originated from hydrothermal 
flows from the granitic basement. 
Figure 26: Tripolitic chert geobody overlaid on basement similarity horizon. 
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3.2 Grey Horse 3D Survey  
       The Grey Horse Survey was shot in the early 1990s by Chevron Corporation in Osage 
County, Oklahoma. This survey overlaps the eastern half of the Wild Creek Survey, but has 
lower data quality. Table 3 shows known survey parameters calculations of the Grey Horse 
Survey. Poor data quality relative to the Wild Creek survey caused problems when mapping 
horizons.  The velocity data used comes from the Wah Zah Zhi No.1 well drilled to a TVD of 
8500 ft in section 12 of 27N/6E.  
Grey Horse Survey    
Area 48 sq mi 
Bin Size 110 ft 
Inlines 160-528 (368) 
Crosslines 1-200 (200) 
Dominant frequency  65 Hz 
Time Sample Rate  2 ms 
Record Time 2.0 s 
Granite Velocity 19,670 ft/s 
Vertical Resolution 75 ft 
Lateral Resolution 150 ft 
Table 3: Survey Parameters and Granite parameters for the Grey Horse 3D Survey.  
3.2.1 Grey Horse Basement Events 
       Deep basement seismic events have been observed in the Grey Horse survey, but do not 
have the horizontal continuation or clarity of those in the Wild Creek survey (Figure 27). They 
do have similar structural characteristics occurring in deep sections of basement then rising to the 
top of basement, but not continuing up into the overlying section. Reduction in clarity and 
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horizontal continuation of the events can most likely attributed to larger bin size or other 
unknown seismic parameters and not a change in rock properties or structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Interpreted inline 5151 of Grey Horse 3D seismic survey shows poorly imaged deep 
basement events (red arrows) stopping at the base of the Arbuckle formation.  
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3.2.2 Grey Horse Dip Measurements 
      Dip measurements were taken using the same method as the Wild Creek survey. Dip data 
collected on the events showed a lowest dip of 14° while the steepest is 40°. The average dip in 
Grey Horse is 23° which is very close to the dips measured in the Wild Creek which was 27°. 
The majority of the events 13 out of 15 dip towards the east. This a major difference from the 
Wild Creek survey which the basement events predominantly dip to the south. 
3.2.3 Grey Horse Strike Measurements 
      Strike measurements of the basement events in the Grey Horse survey were taken utilizing a 
360 ° circle to record data in azimuth the same method used for the Wild Creek survey. The 
measurements showed that the basement events have a north-south strike, which is different, 
form the predominately east-west seen earlier (Figure 28). 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Stereonet of the basement events in the Grey Horse Survey.  
 
 
!
!!
N = 15° 
Mean = 189°, 23° 
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3.3 Antelope 3D Survey 
      The Antelope survey was shot in the early 1990s by Chevron Corporation in Osage County, 
Oklahoma. Table 4 shows the known survey parameters and granite parameters that have been 
calculated for this study. Data quality in the basement is very poor when compared the Wild 
Creek and Grey Horse Surveys.  The velocity data used comes from the Wah Zah Zhi No.1 well 
drilled to a TVD of 8500 ft in 27N/6E sec 12.  
Antelope Survey  
 Area 46 sq mi 
Bin Size 110 ft 
Inlines 5272-5671 (399) 
Crosslines 1-713 (713) 
Dominant frequency 55 Hz 
Time Sample Rate 2 ms 
Record Time 2.0 s 
Granite Velocity 19,670 ft/s 
Vertical Resolution 90 ft 
Lateral Resolution 180 ft 
Table 4: Survey Parameters and Granite parameters for the Antelope 3D Survey.  
3.3.1 Antelope Basement Events  
      Resolution of the granitic basement is poor in the Antelope survey.  Possible basement events 
could be seen in the data, but were not laterally consistent, because the basement events were not 
laterally consistent none of the events where tracked in this survey. However a core sample from 
a well inside the Antelope Survey is an important aspect of this thesis (described later). 
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CHAPTER 4 
   WIRELINE LOG ANALYSIS 
 
      With the help of the Oklahoma Geological Survey OPIC database, a spread sheet was 
compiled of over 1200 basement penetrations in Oklahoma. For this study 320 wells covering 
most of northeastern Oklahoma were selected, wells were then checked against an IHS Energy 
Enerdeq Browser to find which wells had wireline log data. Wireline log data was then uploaded 
into IHS Petra and quality control analysis was conducted to narrow down which wells had good 
enough log quality for this study, Thus reducing the well count to 275 wells.   
4.1 Types of Wireline Log Used in Project 
 
      The two major log types used in the project were density and electric logs. Density logs 
typically contain at least three log curves, gamma ray, photoelectric absorption, and bulk density. 
The gamma ray log measures the natural radioactivity of the formation by direct measurement. 
The percent concentrations are displayed on the log as 0-150 API units.  Typically, clastic and 
carbonate rocks have low gamma ray values while shales, metamorphic rocks, and igneous rocks 
have high gamma ray values. Pe logs measure the absorption energy of low energy gamma rays 
in a formation in barns/electron on a scale of 0-10. This is useful in distinguishing formations 
that have similar gamma ray and density values, sandstones will have a value of 1.8-1.85 
barns/electron while limestone is 5.05-5.1 barns/electron.  
Electric logs typically contain Spontaneous Potential, and Resistivity curves. Electric logs 
represent the majority of the logs in the project area. SP logs are useful when estimating rock 
lithology, porosity, and permeability. SP logs, measured in millivolts (mV), do not contain an 
absolute scale, but are set on a relative scale. They measure the electrical potential produced by 
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the interaction of formation connate water and conductive drilling mud. Resistivity logs measure 
the ability of subsurface formations to conduct electrical current. They are displayed on 
logarithmic grids in a value between 0.2- 2000 ohm-m. Resistivity logs are useful for estimating 
water resistivity and defining bed boundaries. 
4.1.1 Type Log 
 
      A type log was donated by Stephens Production Company (Figure 29) with multiple 
formations tops picked. The tops where then correlated over the 27 county area of the study. For 
this study the Mississippian Limestone and Simpson Group where not subdivided.  
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Figure 29: Type log with formation tops picked for the Myers 1-28 well from the Ralston field 
located in Pawnee, Oklahoma. 
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4.1.2 Picking Basement on Wireline 
     Granitic basement rocks in northeastern Oklahoma have distinct log characteristics on 
wireline logs that distinguish them from the overlying Arbuckle Formation (Figure 30). The 
main characteristic of basement in the study area is high gamma ray which generally exceeds 
150 API units. The granite typically has a density of around 2.6 g/cm³, which can also be used to 
pick basement depth if a density log was run. If a PE log is available the basement granite will 
show up as an area reading higher than 2.6 barns/electron. On SP logs granite does not create 
much deflection because of its low permeability. The SP will often show a reading of just 
slightly over the 20 mV line. Resistivity logs will typically have a value ranging from 10-150 
ohm-m in the granite.  
Figure 30: Density log on the right, electric of the left. Six curves used to pick tops are marked, 
top of the basement is marked with the red line. 
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4.1.3 Picking Arbuckle on Wireline 
      The Arbuckle Formation which overlies the granitic basement sometimes has a thickness of 
over 2000 ft. Figure 31 demonstrates the Arbuckle’s characteristics on wireline. The Arbuckle in 
predominantly composed of dolomite which has a low gamma ray signature, generally less than 
30 API. The Arbuckle normally has a bulk density of ranging from 2.6 to 2.7 g/cm³ (Franseen et 
al., 2007). The PE curve is usually between 2.8-3.0 barns/electron which can help distinguish the 
Arbuckle formation from the overlying Simpson Formation. The bulk density of the Arbuckle 
ranges from 2.75-3.0 g/cm³, usually the Simpson Formation has a lower bulky density 2.5-2.65 
g/cm³ (Franseen et al., 2007). The top of the Arbuckle on SP logs displays a negative relative 
inflection and typically fluctuates between negative and positive through the whole formation. 
The deep resistivity reading will range between 20-100 ohm-m for the Arbuckle Formation.  
Figure 31: Density log on the right, electric of the left. Six curves used to pick tops are marked, 
top of the Arbuckle is marked with the red line. 
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4.1.4 Picking Mississippian Limestone on Wireline 
      The Mississippian Limestone is a carbonate formation deposited of much of northeastern 
Oklahoma and northwest Arkansas. The formation signature on wireline is seen as a low gamma 
ray signature with a less than 30 API (Figure 32). The Mississippian has a very stable bulk 
density staying at 2.8 g/cc through the whole formation. When the Mississippian chat or tripolite 
is present at the top of the Mississippian Formation, we observe a bulk density of 2.1-2.15 g/cm³. 
Also, the PE curve in the dense lime will have a value between 3-4 barns/electron, but in the chat 
it is considerably lower at 1-2 barns/electron. Chat zones on SP give a negative deflection and 
then kick back to the right towards the 20 mV line when Mississippian Limestone is 
encountered. If no chat zone is present the SP will typically straddle the 20 mV line throughout 
the Mississippian Limestone Resistivity logs will usually read between 5-10 ohm-m in a chat 
zone, but then increase to over 100 ohm-m in the more dense limestone that has not been altered.  
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Figure 32: Density log on the right, electric of the left. Six curves used to pick tops are marked. 
A chat zone is marked between the red lines. 
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4.2 Basement Structure Map 
 
      Basement tops were picked on 169 wireline logs in northeastern Oklahoma and Western 
Arkansas and a basement map was created in Petra (Figure 33) revealing an interesting basement 
topography. Large buried hills can be seen in Osage County and the surrounding area at the top 
of the granitic basement, some with relief of over 1000 ft. These large hills exist because of 
weathering of the basement rock before deposition of overlying the Arbuckle Formation (Ireland, 
1930). Also on this map, the basement can be seen shallowing towards the northeast and 
deepening towards the southwest. The shallowing is caused by the Ozark Dome which is a broad 
asymmetrical dome located in southeast Missouri (Huffman, 1958), whose age of formation is 
unknown. Also seen on the structure map is a deepening towards the southwest due to 
subsidence of the Anadarko Basin in the late Precambrian to mid-Cambrian (Perry, 1989). The 
Anadarko Basin is the deepest sedimentary basin in North America. Dip measurements taken 
from the southwestern portion of the map show and average dip of 1° to the southwest, meaning 
the basement surface deepens at 100 ft per mile.  
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Figure 33: Basement depth structure map created from wireline logs. 
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4.3 Arbuckle Structure Map 
 
      The Arbuckle Formation lies directly above the basement in northeastern Oklahoma, with a 
thickness that varies from 500 ft to more than 2000 ft. The structure map for the Arbuckle 
Formation looks very similar to the structure map of the granitic basement; shallowing towards 
the northeast and deepening towards the southwest. Also seen in Osage County are the effects of 
underlying granite erosional hills on the Arbuckle structure (Figure 34). Dip measurements taken 
from the southwestern portion of the map show 1° dip towards the southwest. 
Figure 34: Arbuckle depth structure map created from wireline logs. 
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4.4 Arbuckle Isopach Map 
 
      After basement and Arbuckle top picks were made on the 163 wells, an isopach map (Figure 
35) was constructed over the study area using Petra. This map shows that the Arbuckle is 
thinnest in the areas where the granitic hills are located. This map indicates that the hills where 
already in place when the Arbuckle was deposited around them, since the Arbuckle thins over 
the granite hills. In general, the Arbuckle is thickest in the southwestern portion of the map going 
into the Anadarko Basin.  
Figure 35: Arbuckle isopach map created from wireline logs. 
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4.5 Mississippian Limestone Structure Map 
 
      The Mississippian Limestone is present over all of northeastern Oklahoma and much of 
northwest Arkansas. This structure map (Figure 36) shows structural highs in Osage county 
associated with the ridges in the granitic basement. This structure follows the pervious Arbuckle 
structure map in that it deepens towards the southwest into the Anadarko Basin and shallows to 
the northeast onto the Ozark Dome.  
Figure 36: Mississippian Limestone depth structure map created from wireline logs. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
CORE AND OUTCROP ANALYSIS 
 
      The Oklahoma Geological Society made numerous cores available to view through their core 
and well cutting research facility. Located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma OPIC houses over 
400,000 boxes of core and well cutting from over 9000 wells. Core locations can be searched on 
the Oklahoma Geological Society website through an excel spreadsheet. Eight cores where 
selected then physically examined and photographed. Four of the eight cores where deemed 
significant to the study: Leroy No.1, Lenker No.2, Lohman No.2, and the Chapman Barnard 
No.24.  Two of the cores (Leroy No.1, Lenker No.2) had reports that gave rock properties 
consisting of permeability and porosity. Chemical analysis was conducted using X-ray 
fluorescence on the Lohman No.2 and Chapman Barnard No.24.  
5.1 Leroy No. 1 
 
      The Leroy No.1 was drilled by A.G. Oliphant in Sec.4 25N-5E located in Osage county. The 
well is located two and a half miles south of the Wild Creek survey. It was drilled to TD of 3166 
ft with TD in the Mississippian Limestone. The well that was cored from 3141-3150 ft and the  
core report describes the interval as Mississippian chat with a net thickness of 11 ft.  Analysis of 
rock properties showed an average permeability of 15 millidarcys and a porosity of 33%. The 
section shows average oil saturation of 7% and average water saturation of 72%. Also, lithologic 
examination showed red staining on the core surfaces (Figure 37), although there is no reference 
to the staining in the core report. First thoughts of the red stains where possible residue for 
drilling mud, but the core was slabbed and still showed residue inside of the core.  When water 
was applied the red stains would smear.  
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Figure 37: Leroy No.1 core.  Note red spot staining can be seen on both sections. 
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5.2 Lenker No. 2 
 
      The Lenker No.2 was drilled by the A.G. Oliphant in Sec.5 25N-5E in Osage county two and 
half miles south of the Wild Creek survey. The well was drilled to a TD of 3289 ft with TD in 
the Mississippian Limestone. The cored interval that was 3278-3287 ft. Core reports designate 
the sample as Mississippian chat with a net thickness of 10.5 ft. Analysis of rock properties 
showed an average permeability of 7 millidarcys and porosity of 30%. The core shows oil 
saturation of 15% and water saturation of 57% with an estimated average oil recovery of 146 
barrels per acre foot.  The sample shows similar red staining to the Leroy No.1 core, also there is 
no reference of the red stains (Figure 38).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Lenker No.2 core, red satins can be seen but are very faint. 
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5.3 Lohman No.2 
 
      The Lohman No.2 was drilled in the Foraker field of Osage county to a TD of 2806 ft in the 
Mississippian Limestone.  The cored interval is the Mississippian chat ranging from 2775-2800 
ft (Figure 39). The rock fabric is different than the previous cores, large fragment of sandstones, 
shales, and Tripolitic chert fragments point towards this being a Mississippian chat zone. 
Physical examination of the core show the same red stains as seen in the Leroy No.1 and Lenker 
No.2 cores (Figure 40). Core reports with rock properties were not available for this well, but 
chemical analysis was conducted by the Oklahoma geological society with the use of X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF). The results of the chemical analysis show the rock is composed of Quartz, 
Kaolinite, Dickite, and Dioptase at the 2775 ft interval of the core (Figure 41). The section that 
had XRF analysis has the same red staining seen in the Leroy No.1 and Lenker No.2. The 
presence of Kaolinite, Dickite, and Dioptase are very significant to the study.  When buried at a 
depth ranging from 8000-16000 ft or exposed to temperature above 248°F, a Kaolinite to Dickite 
reaction takes place (Beaufort et al., 1997). The Lohman No.2 core was only at a depth of 3289 ft 
which is 4300 ft shallower than the depth need for the kaolinite to dickite reaction to take place. 
Also, temperature logs in the area that penetrate the Mississippian Limestone show a temperature 
that ranges between 100-105°F, 143°F lower than the lowest temperature that the Kaolinite to 
Dickite reaction takes place. This points to the idea that the rocks in the area where subject to 
hydrothermal flows. Dioptase is a very rare mineral, whose formation occurs when dissolved 
silica or a silicate mineral are mixed with a copper bearing solution under acidic conditions 
(Kiseleva et al., 1993).  These conditions are very rare and imply that the area was subject to 
acidic hydrothermal flow originating from the basement. 
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Figure 39: Inline 5305 with Lohman No.2 well bore plotted in red. Cored interval is at the base 
of the well bore. 
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Figure 40: Lohman No.2 core, close up view 2775 ft section with read stains. 
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Figure 41: Chemical analysis of Lohman No.2 core. 
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5.4 Chapman Barnard No.24 
 
      The Chapman Barnard No.24 was drilled by Sun Production Company in Sec. 28 28N-8E in 
Osage County, Oklahoma in March 1980. The well was drilled to a TD of 2638 ft in the Dog 
Creek Field with the formation at TD being Mississippian Limestone. The well was cored from 
2469-2511 ft (Figure 42) in the Mississippian chat. Physical examination of the core shows no 
presence of red stain as seen in the other cores. Also the physical characteristics of the core are 
different, the white chalky consistency and friability are not present pointing to this core being 
Mississippian chat. Chemical analysis was conducted by the Oklahoma geological society with 
the use of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) on two sections 2541 ft (Figure 43) and 2576 ft (Figure 44). 
The results of the chemical analysis show the rock is composed of Quartz, Calcite, and Dolomite. 
Note lack of Kaolinite, Dickite, or Dioptase in this core. 
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Figure 42: Chapman Barnard core of Mississippian chat with no red stains present. 
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Figure 43: Chemical analysis of 2541 ft interval of the Chapman Bernard core. 
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Figure 44: Chemical analysis of 2576 ft interval of the Chapman Bernard core. 
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5.5 Outcrop Analysis 
      The same Precambrian basement that is 5100 ft below the surface in Osage county outcrops 
95 miles east at Spavinaw in Mayes County, Oklahoma in the form of a weathered boulder field 
(Figure 45). The outcrop is a red course grain granite with black flakes of magnetite and 
hornblende distributed throughout and some copper staining (Ireland, 1930).  The outcrop is a 
Precambrian ridge, perhaps like the ones seen in Osage county on the structural contour map that 
formed as the result of weathering before Arbuckle deposition. Figure 46 is a cross section that 
runs a few miles south of the outcrop showing the basement rising to the east. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45: Spavinaw Granite outcrop located in Mayes County, Oklahoma.  
Located on the western flank of the Ozark dome, this area has seen uplift of the basement. A 
topographic bulge can be seen in the formations on the south side of Spavinaw creek inclined 
away from the crest between 5-10° (Ireland, 1930).  The cotter dolomite which is the youngest 
member of the Arbuckle formation in Oklahoma rests uncomfortably upon the Spavinaw granite. 
Consisting of white to gray dolomite with detrital material intermixed, Cotter came from the 
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weathering of granite that has similar petrographic characteristics to the Spavinaw granite 
(Huffman, 1958). 
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Figure 46: Cross section A-A’ starting in Kay County, Oklahoma and ending in Washington 
County, Arkansas. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
 
      This thesis used multiple methods to investigate deep basement 3D seismic events in Osage 
County, Oklahoma to show their influence on overlying formations. Autocorrelation proved that 
the events were not the result of multiples in the data and are geologic features. Tripolitic chert 
zones seen in the overlying Mississippian Limestone section have strong negative amplitude 
anomalies that coincide with basement events that have the same strong negative amplitudes. 
Observations of the wiggle traces in the 3D seismic demonstrated that the basement events have 
the same polarity characteristics, indicating a low velocity zone in both the tripolitic chert zone 
and the deep basement events compared to the surrounding rocks. Signifying the deep basement 
events are most likely fault crush zones that were mineralized by hydrothermal fluids (Figure 
47). Similarity attributes used on the basement and Mississippian Limestone horizons show that 
structures originating in the granitic basement appear to influence the tripolitic chert zones in the 
Mississippian Limestone section that often, though not exclusively, form above the basement 
events.  
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Figure 47: A highly fractures fault core is show, thought to be a similar scenario to the deep 
basement events seen in Osage county (Johri, et al., 2014). 
 
      Regional structure mapping with well log data showed the irregular topography of the 
basement in the form large granitic ridges due to weathering of the granitic basement before 
deposition of the Arbuckle. The granite topography was seen to influence structural contour 
maps to the top Mississippian Limestone. Isopach mapping of the Arbuckle shows that it thins 
over granitic ridges demonstrating that the ridges where already in place when the Arbuckle was 
deposited. Structural contour maps showed a generally southwestern dipping structure, with 
computed dips of 1° on the basement.  
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Figure 48: Temperature values in ten well in Osage County, Oklahoma contour interval of 5 ft. 
Shows no major temperature anomalies.   
      
      Core analysis of four cores spread across Osage county showed evidence of hydrothermal 
alteration in upper Mississippian Limestone rocks supported by the presence of Dickite and 
Dioptase. Dickite is a derivative of Kaolinite when it is exposed to temperatures of over 248°F, 
temperature logs in the area show an average current upper Mississippian Limestone temperature 
of 104°F with highest measured being 115°F and the lowest 100°F (Figure 48). Also, Dioptase is 
a copper bearing mineral that is not known to be present in unaltered carbonate formations. The 
Spavinaw granite has been noted to have cooper stains by H.A. Ireland, signifying that the origin 
of the Dioptase is likely to have been underlying granitic basement.  
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       The hydrothermal minerals seen in the Mississippian Limestone cores support the hypothesis 
that the granitic basement did interact with the overlying stratigraphy in Osage, County. This 
interaction is most likely influenced tripolitic chert development in the area of the events, but is a 
local connection only where the hydrothermal activity occurred. 
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APPENDIX  
UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35081236800000 ACCESS ENERGY  LINCOLN OK 7641 
35113300660000 APPLETON OIL  OSAGE OK 3798 
3143000230000 ARKANSAS GAS WASHINGTON AR 630 
3131102080000 ARKLA  SEBASTIAN AR 15089 
3033102050000 BARFIELD  CRAWFORD AR 2515 
3033102360000 BARFIELD  CRAWFORD AR 2571 
3033103120000 BARFIELD  CRAWFORD AR 2571 
35071216010000 BECKER CLYDE  KAY OK 5024 
35113406910000 BENCHMARK OIL OSAGE OK 3500 
35117221930000 BENSON OIL PAWNEE OK 5373 
35119204040000 BERRY THOMAS  PAYNE OK 4057 
35113017160000 BIG FOUR OIL OSAGE OK 3835 
35071023030000 BRADFORD & MAYO KAY OK 4635 
35113274920000 BRATCO  OSAGE OK 1709 
35143201990000 BRWN CRT  TULSA OK 3594 
35113069870000 BURTON OIL  OSAGE OK 3004 
35105242250000 C & C ENERGY CO NOWATA OK 2539 
35113205170000 C & E OIL OSAGE OK 2742 
35113205180000 C & E OIL OSAGE OK 3162 
3143000170000 CAMDEN OIL  WASHINGTON AR 2130 
35113012730000 CAMERON OSAGE OK 4310 
3033101090000 CARLYLE  CRAWFORD AR 3500 
3033101550000 CARLYLE  CRAWFORD AR 3200 
3033101580000 CARLYLE  CRAWFORD AR 2998 
35113600400001 CEJA CORP  OSAGE OK 5232 
35113050930000 CITIES OSAGE OK 2819 
35113159120000 CITIES  OSAGE OK 3032 
35109374860000 CITIES SERVICE OKLAHOMA OK 8344 
35101201510000 COASTAL STATES MUSKOGEE OK 3320 
35113294960000 COLLIER OSAGE OK 2212 
35131015290000 CONNER & GRIFFITH ROGERS OK 2636 
35071302840000 CONTINENTAL OIL  KAY OK 5348 
35113162390000 COX & HAMON OSAGE OK 2954 
35113211560000 COX & HAMON OSAGE OK 2912 
35113157470000 COX & HAMON OSAGE OK 2912 
35113184100000 COX & HAMON OSAGE OK 2352 
35113149400000 COX & HAMON OSAGE OK 2917 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35113232700000 CROWN CENTRAL  OSAGE OK 2814 
35113231400000 CROWN OIL OSAGE OK 2280 
35113410500000 CRUDE OIL OSAGE OK 3876 
35113291610000 CYGNET DEV  OSAGE OK 3056 
35097002010000 DAVIS  MAYES OK 1624 
35113269150000 DCX OIL OSAGE OK 2800 
35113068940000 DEMIER  OSAGE OK 3050 
35113057930000 DEMIER FRED OSAGE OK 2992 
35113043420000 DEMIER FRED OSAGE OK 2782 
35113043430000 DEMIER FRED OSAGE OK 3320 
35113024000000 DEMIER FRED OSAGE OK 2922 
35143045550000 DEMIER FRED TULSA OK 2726 
35143089650000 DEMIER FRED TULSA OK 2057 
35113042410000 DEMIER OIL  OSAGE OK 2810 
35113042390000 DEMIER OIL  OSAGE OK 2652 
35113402660000 DISCOVERY ENERGY OSAGE OK 4490 
35113283760000 DIXON OSAGE OK 2532 
35113282780000 DIXON  OSAGE OK 2707 
35113295980000 DIXON  OSAGE OK 2670 
35113409890000 DLB OIL OSAGE OK 3335 
35113409860000 DLB OIL OSAGE OK 3578 
35113409970000 DLB OIL OSAGE OK 2734 
35113240350000 DOLLY  OSAGE OK 2780 
35117226420000 DRADEN ENERGY PAWNEE OK 4878 
35113215290000 DYCO  OSAGE OK 1812 
35035000010000 DYE JESS & HENRY CRAIG OK 1766 
35103242770000 EASTOK PIPELINE  NOBLE OK 6950 
35119240090000 EASTOK PIPELINE  PAYNE OK 6422 
35113242690000 ECC OIL OSAGE OK 2705 
35131211030000 EL PASO OIL ROGERS OK 2800 
35083236520000 ELDER CRAIG LOGAN OK 8275 
35083235890000 ELDER CRAIG OIL LOGAN OK 7960 
35083236320000 ELDER CRAIG OIL LOGAN OK 8174 
3033102150000 ENTERPRISE CRAWFORD AR 2400 
3033102230000 ENTERPRISE  CRAWFORD AR 2400 
3033102350000 ENTERPRISE  CRAWFORD AR 2437 
35113407860000 FOX JIMMY  OSAGE OK 3760 
35035002060000 FRANKFORT OIL  CRAIG OK 2128 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35035005060000 FRANKFORT OIL  CRAIG OK 2014 
35143001290000 GEIGER A J TULSA OK 2752 
35113142550000 GILCREASE OIL  OSAGE OK 2815 
35113034060000 GILCREASE OIL  OSAGE OK 3097 
35145035590000 GILL JOHN WAGONER OK 548 
35071226080000 GRAY HORSE  KAY OK 4761 
35071228360000 GRAY HORSE  KAY OK 4571 
35117232600000 GREAT PLAINS OIL PAWNEE OK 5300 
35113046080000 GROSS OIL OSAGE OK 2403 
35113305460000 GULF OIL  OSAGE OK 3195 
35037371150000 GULF OIL  CREEK OK 3929 
35037385740000 GULF OIL  CREEK OK 3904 
3033300220000 GULF OIL  CRAWFORD AR 5701 
35113061720000 GYPSY OIL OSAGE OK 2602 
35113341970000 GYPSY OIL  OSAGE OK 3444 
35111121900000 HAMON JAKE  OKMULGEE OK 2264 
35071237300000 HEGCO CANADA  KAY OK 5340 
35145026430000 HENDERSON OIL WAGONER OK 2505 
3127100250000 HUNT OIL  SCOTT AR 17035 
35113422480000 HURD GARY OIL OSAGE OK 1770 
35143241430000 INTERNATIONAL OIL TULSA OK 3000 
35071006290000 JENKINS BROS KAY OK 4328 
35113007360000 JERNIGAN OIL  OSAGE OK 2607 
35037285250000 K W B OIL  CREEK OK 4634 
35113117190000 KEENER OIL OSAGE OK 2801 
35113041340000 KEENER OIL  OSAGE OK 2163 
35147087160000 KEENER OIL  WASHINGTON OK 2896 
35143004840000 KEWANEE OIL  TULSA OK 2075 
35113321450000 KEWANEE OIL CO OSAGE OK 4479 
15191225910000 KGS SUMNER KS 5240 
35113206500000 KING RESOURCES OSAGE OK 2682 
35097207390000 LA KAN TEX  MAYES OK 2154 
35113416080000 LAMAMCO OIL OSAGE OK 2780 
35143202560000 LAMBERTON W J TULSA OK 3364 
35131008330000 LITTLE NICK OIL CO ROGERS OK 2119 
35109213870000 MACKLAN-DUNCAN OKLAHOMA OK 9848 
35083202620000 MAGNESS OIL LOGAN OK 9780 
35119027370000 MAGNOLIA OIL PAYNE OK 3784 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35081235770000 MARJO OIL LINCOLN OK 7552 
35083235240000 MARJO OIL LOGAN OK 7899 
35083236340000 MARJO OIL LOGAN OK 7935 
35119237710000 MARJO OIL PAYNE OK 5273 
35113290070000 MARMAC OSAGE OK 3388 
35113280400000 MARMAC  OSAGE OK 3465 
35113298130000 MEM OIL OSAGE OK 3196 
35101206650000 MERRICK WARD  MUSKOGEE OK 3433 
35113071230000 MID-CONT OIL OSAGE OK 2565 
35111004630000 MID-CONT OIL OKMULGEE OK 3612 
35113212890000 MOORE OIL  OSAGE OK 3627 
35111249800000 MOTT OIL  OKMULGEE OK 4392 
35113440630000 NADEL & GUSSMAN  OSAGE OK 4026 
35117234670000 NEW GULF OIL PAWNEE OK 4655 
35113037180000 NORBLA OIL OSAGE OK 2972 
35113246170000 ODONNELL BILL OSAGE OK 2220 
35113183590000 OHIO OIL  OSAGE OK 2864 
35037284620000 OILFIELD OIL CREEK OK 4110 
35103008930000 OKLAHOMA NG NOBLE OK 5508 
35113017530000 OKMAR OIL OSAGE OK 3484 
35113011840000 OLIPHANT OSAGE OK 3922 
35113195370000 OSAGE  OSAGE OK 3649 
35113151650000 OSAGE-HOMINY OSAGE OK 2410 
35071203560000 PAWABI OIL  KAY OK 4656 
35117206910000 PAWNEE OIL PAWNEE OK 3964 
35117230880000 PELTO OIL CO PAWNEE OK 4032 
35119239120000 PETROFLOW OIL PAYNE OK 6952 
35113214660000 PETROLITE  OSAGE OK 3104 
35119209790000 PHILCO  PAYNE OK 4506 
35113192570000 PHILLIPS  OSAGE OK 3663 
35113246340000 PRODUCERS OIL OSAGE OK 2221 
35113023690000 PRODUCERS OIL  OSAGE OK 3099 
35113200020000 PRODUCERS OIL  OSAGE OK 2395 
35113311500000 PURE OIL OSAGE OK 3006 
35113016610000 PURE OIL OSAGE OK 2593 
35113016620000 PURE OIL  OSAGE OK 2612 
35113015370000 PURE OIL  OSAGE OK 3070 
35113300960000 PURE OIL  OSAGE OK 3165 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35113049700000 PURE OIL  OSAGE OK 2575 
35081062200000 QUINLAN C P LINCOLN OK 3450 
35113070910000 RAMSEY CHARLES  OSAGE OK 3381 
35113043690000 RED BANK OIL OSAGE OK 3429 
35113423130000 RED FORK  OSAGE OK 2722 
35097216950000 RED FORK  MAYES OK 2050 
35035005090000 RICH EARL CRAIG OK 1952 
35113273960000 ROUGEOT  OSAGE OK 2999 
35111077380000 SCHERMERHORN OIL  OKMULGEE OK 2642 
3143100590000 SEECO WASHINGTON AR 3360 
3143100750000 SEECO  WASHINGTON AR 2663 
35113155670000 SHAMROCK OSAGE OK 2800 
35131025920000 SHANNON & CARROLL ROGERS OK 1925 
35103007120000 SHELL OIL NOBLE OK 5268 
35131237910000 SHERRILL BOB  OIL ROGERS OK 2066 
35117010340000 SINCLAIR  PAWNEE OK 2945 
35071002160000 SOHIO PETROLEUM  KAY OK 6448 
35113114260000 SOUTHERN UNION  OSAGE OK 3245 
35097215230000 SP-ENERGY MAYES OK 885 
35113440640000 SPYGLASS ENERGY  OSAGE OK 4270 
35103026190000 STANOLIND  NOBLE OK 4960 
3131002090000 STEPHENS SEBASTIAN AR 5415 
3131000200000 STEPHENS  SEBASTIAN AR 6386 
35113421760000 SULLIVAN  OSAGE OK 4583 
35113421210000 SULLIVAN OIL OSAGE OK 4643 
35113418360000 SULLIVAN OIL OSAGE OK 4800 
35113600400000 SULLIVAN/LEROUX OSAGE OK 3452 
35113041540000 SUNRAY OIL OSAGE OK 2342 
35113115970000 SUNRAY OIL OSAGE OK 2868 
35113142240000 SUNRAY OIL OSAGE OK 2836 
35113142820000 SUNRAY OIL OSAGE OK 2648 
35113025780000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2614 
35113137210000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2906 
35113115890000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2893 
35113047840000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2574 
35113046590000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 3390 
35113307400000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2825 
35113373620000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 3795 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35113142840000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 3235 
35113142830000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 2725 
35113038290000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 3325 
35113204730000 SUNRAY OIL  OSAGE OK 3050 
35131035070000 SUNRAY OIL  ROGERS OK 2194 
35147040040001 TAYLOR FRANK WASHINGTON OK 2289 
35113219300000 TESORO OIL OSAGE OK 2257 
35113069160000 TEXACO  OSAGE OK 2848 
35113304470000 TEXACO  OSAGE OK 3690 
35143000550000 TEXACO  TULSA OK 3071 
35143059110000 TEXACO  TULSA OK 2806 
35113372930000 TEXAS OIL OSAGE OK 3539 
35113373380000 TEXAS OIL OSAGE OK 4112 
35113027330000 TEXAS OIL OSAGE OK 4250 
35113058400000 TEXAS OIL OSAGE OK 4300 
35113167780000 TEXAS OIL OSAGE OK 3772 
35081216280000 TEXAS OIL LINCOLN OK 7302 
35111105410000 TEXAS OIL OKMULGEE OK 3867 
35037200260000 TIDEWATER OIL  CREEK OK 4542 
35113431600000 TOOMEY OIL CO OSAGE OK 4466 
35119213270000 TREPEL  PAYNE OK 3667 
35071245340000 TRIPLE DIAMOND  KAY OK 5978 
35131011290000 U S SMELTNG  ROGERS OK 2183 
35101000320000 USSRAM  MUSKOGEE OK 3294 
35113305610000 VARN PETROLEUM  OSAGE OK 2825 
35113238430000 VIKING PETROLEUM OSAGE OK 3050 
35113219990000 VIKING PETROLEUM  OSAGE OK 3164 
35113219860000 VIKING PETROLEUM  OSAGE OK 3142 
35111225520000 VULCAN  CORP OKMULGEE OK 4440 
35113240160000 WACHTMAN MICHAEL OSAGE OK 2675 
35113217530000 WACHTMAN-SCHROEDER OSAGE OK 2165 
35035005050000 WACKERLE  CRAIG OK 1590 
35037284790000 WARREN OIL CREEK OK 5810 
35111273680000 WFD OIL  OKMULGEE OK 4370 
35113210000000 WHITE LEROY OSAGE OK 2615 
35111268850000 WN OPERATING  OKMULGEE OK 4442 
35119030060000 WOOD OIL  PAYNE OK 2130 
35111072700000 WOOD OIL  OKMULGEE OK 3915 
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UWI (APINum) Operator County State TD(FT) 
35113011440000 WORLEY & HARRELL OSAGE OK 2970 
35101000010000 WRIGHT OIL MUSKOGEE OK 3279 
Table A1: Wells used wireline log mapping. 
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Table A2: Cores examined at Oklahoma Core Library. 
File No. API 
Operator 
Name 
Well 
No. County Formation 
4B 35113100220000 Oliphant 2 Osage 
Mississippi 
Chat 
80A 35113188360000 Oliphant 3 Osage Simpson 
516 35113305490000 Phillips 2 Osage Mississippian 
4043 35113247020000 
Venezuel
an-Sun 24 Osage 
Mississippi 
Chat 
4043 35113247020000 
Venezuel
an-Sun 24 Osage 
Mississippi 
Chat 
4602 35113420910000 
Calumet 
Oil 27 Osage Burbank 
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Figure A1: XRF data sheet for Lohman No.2 chemical analysis 2775 ft. 
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Figure A2: XRF data sheet for Lohman No.2 chemical analysis 2541 ft. 
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Figure A3: XRF data sheet for Chapman Barnard No.24 chemical analysis 2571ft. 
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Figure A4: Regional map of cross sections created. 
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Figure A5: Cross section B-B’. 
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Figure A6: Cross section C-C’. 
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Figure A7: Cross section D-D’.  
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Figure A8: Cross section E-E’ 
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Figure A9: Polarity of basement events.  
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Figure A10: Basement horizon converted from time to depth. 
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Figure A11: Spectrum of IL 3940 in Wild Creek 3D Survey.  
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Figure A12: Spectrum of XL 10100 in Grey Horse 3D Survey. 
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Figure A13: Spectrum of IL 5400 in Antelope 3D Survey. 
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